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Electron diffraction makes it possible to obtain crystal structures at atomic resolutions, for both small and macro-molecules [1-2]. For 

this purpose, the same as in case of X-ray diffraction, it is necessary to use scattering factors model. After years of experience people 

learned that Independent Atom Model (IAM) is not the best choice for X-ray diffraction. It is not a surprise that also for electron 

diffraction it will not give the best results. Different aspherical models, already known for X-ray diffraction, can be implemented for 

electron diffraction. However, it is necessary to investigate their possibilities and limits, to verify correctness of obtained structures.  

We present analysis of refinements of Transferable Aspherical Atom Model (TAAM) with parameters of multipolar model taken from 

MATTS databank (databank of Multipolar Atom Types from Theory and Statistical clustering) - successor of  UBDB databank [3]. 

We used electron scattering factors implemented in DiSCaMB library[4] and interfaced with Olex2-1.3[5]. Such solution is available 

through .tsc files [6] and it requires little effort (Fig.1).  

 

Figure 1. General refinement procedure 

 

Numerous refinements were performed against experimental electron structure factors and theoretical electron structure factors so as  

to find optimum refinement strategy. We discuss, inter alia, possibility of refinement of atomic displacement parameters, both for 

hydrogen and non-hydrogen atoms or positions of hydrogen atoms. It is interesting how they change e.g. with resolution cut-off. To 

confirm that our conclusions could be transferred for different, but still organic structures, we made simulations for several 

pharmaceutical compounds, such as carbamazepine, paracetamol, 1-methyluracil. 
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